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Rotaract club goes to Nicaragua to build relationships
E M I LY

SERKGOW

Staff Writer

What brought 13 young
adults from four states together
this past Christmas break? A
mutual inclination towards world

missions and a shared passion for
adventure. Members of George
Fox University's Rotaract club
recently returned from their sec

from Fox, headed up the con

Cabezas and various other parts

struction of a new playground for
one of the local schools. Painting
classrooms, assisting at the local

of Nicaragua. "Those of us who
went in May really felt the need
to return on a semi-regular

hospital, visiting jails and spend
ing time with orphans were other
projects tackled by members of

basis,"said Gerber.

the group.
If you ask anyone from the

time and they never hear from
most of them again; we didn't

trip, however, an overwhelming

want to be one of those groups.
"We all felt so strongly that
we needed to be a stable group
that returned as often as possible,

number of them will say that their

main objective in Nicaragua was

The kids in the orphanage
have groups come through all the

ond trip to Nicaragua.
The group, composed of five

to build relationships.

current George Fox students,
three Fox graduates and a handful

down there and force our ideas

if for no other reason than to let
those kids know that we love

and projects on the people we

of other family and friends
worked for nearly three weeks in

them and care about them," said

were serving; we found out what

Amy Fosket. who was the co-

"We were careful not to go

their needs were and facilitated

an east coast port city called

them in whatever way we could,"

Puerto Cabezas. They left on

George Fox graduate Matt
Gerber explained. "Our main

December 27 and returned on

January 14.
tives to accomplish while in

goal was to continue building the
relationships that we created in
May, especially with the chil

Puerto

dren," said Gerber.

Everyone had different objec
Cabezas.

Michael

This is Rotaract's second trip
to the same town. The first trip

when we return, and they can't
help but want to experience the

anyone interested in international

same thing," said Gerber.

get more information. They are

The members of Rotaract are

currently in the planning stages
of their next international trip,
possibly to the same place, for
next December. They welcome

members. "It's amazing how this
all started with a few people last

May and every trip has gotten

all Fox students at the time, spent

"The people around us see the

the entire month in Puerto

love and excitement that we have

bigger as people invite their fam
ily and friends to come with
them.

E M I LY

building a playground for a local school.

The retreat was held February
7-8, and lasted exactly 24 hours
(from 1:00 on Saturday to 1:00

Education, was one of four facul

CHARITY

Copy Editor

on Sunday).

ty/staff members on the trip.
Sylvette Norre, professor of
French; Janis Tyhurst, reference
librarian; and Nadine Kincaid,
Secrity Adminstrative Assistant,
also accompanied the students.

fun, as twelve students discov

Tom Hancock's house. Hancock,

ered on the recent French retreat.

who works in the School of

dents, faculty and staff stayed at

Everyone who participated
had to pledge they would speak
French only during the retreat
- no English was allowed at

any time. This gave students
the chance to talk in French

for more than just the hour
they spend in class.
Students in .second and

third year French classes were

invited, and first year classes
could request an invitation,

but the retreat was basically
open to anyone who would

pledge to speak only French.
Ariel Abies, who finished

third year French last year,
said speaking French for 24

hours was good because "the
more you practice, the easier
JAMIE DOZIER

it gets and the longer you're
in it. the better you become."

BONJOUR: From left to right, back to front: Nadine Kincaid,
Katherlne Short, Deidre Rhodes, Michelle Nakagawa, Caleb

Carlson, Chelsea Nelson, Ryan Sprague, Brian Zaro, Bethany
Tlbbs, Sylvette Norre, James Gray and Janis Tyhurst.

SEREGOW

PLAY BALL: The girls above are waiting to compete against
another team in a fun ball game. Recognizing that kids from all
cultures love to play, the Rotaract club spent part of their time

So English allowed at French retreat W h o
Cannon Beach was the desti

Bruin Den.

Seventeen people are attending
that trip, mostly community

McReynolds, a recent graduate

nation for the retreat, and the stu

Wednesday at 7:00 P.M. in the

Another trip lo Puerto

leaders and children, while Ben

Speaking in a foreign lan
guage for an entire day can be
challenging. But it can also be

next trip. Rotaract meets every

Cabezas is scheduled for March.

was last May when seven people,

News Editor

willing to bring as many people
that they possibly can on their

leader on both trips with Gerber.

Seregow, a senior at Fox, spent
the majority of his time teaching
music to both church worship

M E L I S S A T. O N G W E LT.

service to join their meetings and

does

EDWARDS

What do you get when you
add one director, seven superin
tendents, eight departments, thir

what?

from the offices for recycling and
keep furniture supplied to all the
living areas. Custodial Services
also employs more students than

any other department on campus.
Next to Custodial, the

ty-five employees, and over one
hundred student employees?

Grounds Department hires the

Plant Services and one well-run

_ dents. Have you ever seen a stu
dent bundled against the rain

campus.

Did you ever wonder who
was in charge of the Wood-Mar

remodel, who cleans up after
messy pranks, fixes the hanger
rods in your dorm room, or

changes light bulbs?
In case you were wondering,
the answer is Plant Services; in

case you weren't wondering, the
answer is still Plant Services.

But Plant Services is not just one
huge department - it's much
more interesting.
Perhaps the most visible
department is Custodial Services,
superintended by Ginger Hoover

for the past 21 years. Not only is
the department responsible for
cleaning the entire campus -

second highest number of stu-

with a rake in the middle of

leaves? That's a Grounds person.
Or a tractor spreading seed on the
ball fields? Grounds again. Ever
wonder who collects the garbage
from the dumpsters around cam
pus? You guessed it: Grounds.

Building Systems - now, they
do a little bit of just about every

thing. From plumbing to heating,
from elevator repair to fire sys
tems upkeep, from electrical
emergencies to voice/data techni
calities, they answer more emer
gency calls and have more sub-

departments than any other
department. They even employ
one student just to change light
bulbs.

including windows In 68 build
see Cuisine..., page 3

ings - but the employees and stu

dent employees collect paper

see Many sides..., page J
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NEWS

Stories from Spain

Pet store owners offer business advice
ALICE I.ONO

their (soon to be famous)

Staff Writer

pet store. It features unique
and interesting animals such
as ferrets, sugar gliders (fly

If 1 could have a dime for

Get lost!

every time I've been asked,
"What are you going to do after

Really.

college?" I'd at least have an
extra dollar in my pocket that I
could squander on lunch at Taco
Bell.

■l E S S l C A T R O U T

Staff Writer

something to find out possible

job options after I graduate.
and went to my school's orien
tation session, one of the pieces
of advice the leaders and other

students mentioned was to get
lost. Thi.s was, of course, to be

a real papeleria, or paper store,
to get them. Finding a papeleria
was easy; tiiere is one close to
our apartment and on the way
to school. Finding one while it
was open was impossible.

done in the city, during the day
time and with somebody.
The idea is not that they can
rid themselves of unruly stu

dents. but that a student can get
a much better idea for the city
as a whole if he or she gets-off
the beaten trail.

In Seville, the main streets

are usually very touristy. If you

We

started

out

in

the

evening and headed toward

While I'm busy contemplat
ing life after college, there are
some postgraduate students who
have already begun their own
business, right here in Newberg!
Matt Johnson, a George Fox
University graduate with a major
in business and minor in graphic

shops. After circling it twice.
Hannjih said, "Okay, now I'm

design, is the mastermind behind
the operation. His business part
ners include his wife, Brittany
Johnson, his brother, Scott

on a mission." We found a

Johnson, and friend, Andy

papeleria two minutes later.
But finding stores in Seville

Bellamy.

does not end with papelerias.

dream of Matt's since he was a

For two of the other students'

kid, and now, thanks to the

Plaza Nueva, which has lots of

Owning a pet shop has been a

turn down a side street, you

birthdays, we wanted to go to

knowledge and experience he

soon become aware that most

an Italian restaurant that some

gained at George Fox combined

of Seville is much quieter and
smaller than your usual path
would lead you to believe.
My roommate and I took
that advice to heart, but sooner

of the girls had heard about. It
was supposedly back in a small
neighborhood near the school,
and one of the girls had direc
tions.

with his own business intuition

and an opportunity, his dream has
become a reality.
According to bis brother,
Scott Johnson, Matt is the main

than we expected. We needed
notebooks for our classes, so
we started by trying to find

have made a wrong turn some

business plan and the ideas on

where, because we spent the

Corte Ingles. Corte Ingles is a

good part of an hour wandering

how to make their pet store dif
ferent from other pet stores.

huge department store, and sort
of like a gigantic Wal-Mart
with Fred Meyer prices.
Weil, we finally found one

around the streets, after dark,

Unfortunately, we must

looking for either San Marcos

(I'm not sure if I spelled
that right, but it's ok

. man behind their marketing and

Critter Cabana is the name of

ing bird turned out to look a
lot like a simple white roos
ter, and since they don't

think they'll be able to sell a
rooster, it will probably just
become the store's mascot).

They have chosen not to

carry cats and dogs in the
store. Instead, they can
arrange for prospective cat
and dog owners to obtain
pets through the humane
society.
In this way, instead of
increasing the overpopula
tion of dogs and cats, they
will accommodate their cus

tomers while helping to
save many abandoned ani

E M I LY

SEREGOW

T H E B I G D AY: S c o t t J o h n s o n

and his faithful bird prepare for
the grand opening of Critter
Cabana, set for the first Friday in
March.

mals.

"The hardest part of

itself."

starting your own business," said

Pretty good advice if you ask

Scott, "is that it is a huge time

me; but, of course, I'm still in the

commitment and causes a lot of

process of thinking about after

stress."

college, so it's a good thing we

"Do you have any sugges
tions for students who may be

asked a few people who have
already got it together.

thinking about opening a busi

Check out the Grand Opening

ness of their owii?" I asked.

of Critter Cabana, located next to
Bank of America on First Street

"Don't get intimidated by the
statistics (9 out of 10 businesses
fail)," he replied. "Just make sure
you have something to offer that

in downtown Newberg (it's yel
low and has a glass display with a
lizard in it), on the first Friday in

the others don't and take an

March.

opportunity when it presents

that no one knew the e.xact

name). Wc ended up back at the

hour, but it ended up that this
one did not have a paper store.
We had to walk across a plaza
and around the comer to get to
the other building.
Once wc finidly found the

school, with no food and over

Get

30 hungry students. We even

seriously

tually went to another Italian

place that one of the girls had
seen.

y

A couple of times Hannah
and I have wandered around the

around. Besides, even if we do

that was college ruled, and

get lost, we can always look for

finally found ' .some. But
Hannah and 1 later found out*

La Giralda. the tallest landmark

in tlie city's downtown area.
Thi.s tower was built back in the

13th century and has been the
saving grace of many a foreign

paper with both horizontal and

er.

vertical lines.

And our paper madness did
not stop there. 1 decided later

Now, on our wanderings,
wc always keep our eyes out
for papelerias. So far. wc have

that week that I needed another

found one on almost every

notebook and some blank

street.

paper, and that I wanted to find

M

A

in time
for

city on purpose. And. gradual
ly, we are finding our way

paper in them. We spent 15
minutes searching for paper

that Spanish people don't use
anything but blank paper or
paper that looks like graphing

Bantom Bird

or San Mateo (it didn't help

after wandering for abouT'an

right Corte Inglds, we could not
find any notebooks with norma!

mammals and a Japanese

because this exotic sound

Unfortunately, I don't have a
dime dispensing benefactor to
make this dream reality, so I've
been thinking about maybe doing

When I cirrived in Seville

ing squirrels), birds, fish,
reptiles, chinchillas, small

summer!
Get 10 tans for »19.9! or 109 praminn. mlnutas for »39.9Sr
(cvflw good through a-SI 104)
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Make a positive impression with your resume
PA I G E R R O W N I

Stajf V/riter

What do employers want?
They want employees with com
munication skills, integrity and
the capability to work in teams.
The NACE (National
Association of Colleges and

Employers) publishes a yearly
list that rates what employers
want on a scale of 1-5, with five

being the most desired.

Communication skills topped the
list at 4.69 followed by
honesty/integrity at 4.66 and

what those employers are looking
for from college graduates.

really beneficial to find out what

Emily Meyers, a sophomore
business major, said, "The
resume workshop not only

is too much, what is too little and
what is pertinent information to

helped me with a general resume,
but what was expected for my

"It was really beneficial to

your resume? Career Services
has been hosting resume work
shops for specific majors on cam
pus;

At the workshops, students
receive step-by-step instruction
on writing a sound resume that

will impress prospective employ
ers, and they learn more about

Michael Hampton from
the resume writing sessions

The kissing

stresses that job seekers must
have a professional resume with

disease: how

Career Services and facilitator of

what is too little, and what is

According to Hampton,
"Making personal contact with
the people who are hiring is what

on a resume."

- Jeff Barnes

major.

College graduates will not
necessarily have all the skills
desired by an employer, but what
is important is taking the skills

they do have and showcasing
them in a way that is honest, but
makes them look.good as well.
Junior engineering major Jeff
Barnes said, "I would say that the
workshop was very good. It was

At the end of the nineteenth

The infection usually

Your resume needs to make a

c e n t u r y, m o n o n u c l e o s i s w a s

resolves over several weeks.

positive impression when you are
not around to market yourself.

called glanduhy fever. I like

Fatigue lasts the longest, gradu
ally getting better over one to

Highlighting your experiences

Kissing Disease. So, in keep
ing with the February theme,

two months. Days of feeling

that match the employer's needs
is essential.

let's talk about mono! '

Mono is caused by the

of feeling worse.
The good news is, once you

Epstein-Burr virus. Like most

have mono, you will probably

viru.ses, the body's immune sys

develop immunity to it.

Pertinent information is key;
you may have some impressive
skills, but if they are not directly
pertinent to the position that you
out of your resume. Only focus
on the skills you have that would
make you perfect for the position

ance majors

Make the employer think that
you are the only person possible
for the position because you have
X, Y and Z qualities, which hap
pen to be exactly what the posi
tion requires. If possible, try to

Wednesday. Februat^ 25 Writing-literature/commu
nication/Spanish majors

Tuesday. March 2 History/political science majors
Tuesday. March 9 Computer science majors
Wednesday. March 10 Music/art/media art majors

incorporate communication, hon
esty/integrity and teamwork info
your resume.

The many sides of Plant Services
and a number of other safety

replace locks and they're usually
in charge of small remodel proj
ects. Thanks to this department,

closely with several departments
for smaller remodels jobs (such
as the new SUB Basement).

Apartments.
Finally, there's the Office.
The ladies up there keep tabs on
all the departments by walkytalkies, continually fill the seem
ingly bottomless candy dish,
process work orders from build
ing monitors and AC's, make
sure the student employees' time
cards for six of the departments

Sheridan Street House, River

New Construction was also in

are in order and basically keep

charge of installing the turn lane
on Fulton and overseeing the

Plant Services running.

requirements are met.
The New Construction side

build walls and roofs, install and

Street House and the first floor of
Hoover are almost brand new.

They are also in charge of paint
ing the campus, a job which
requires a full-time employee
and

a

handful

of

Registered Nurse

in-person or over the telephone."

you want.

They're the ones who fix and

ORTON

what you have told the employer

Tuesday. February 24 Health and human perform

With a similar name, but dis

VA L

gets you the job. The important
r o l e o f t h e r e s u m e i s t o c o n fi r m

The remaining workshop schedule is as follows:

similar jobs, is Building Repair.

to fight it

market requires more.

want, you may need to leave it

continued from page 1

Harmony

have on a resume."

solid content but the current job

teamwork skills at 4.55.

The question is: how do you
show your skills in these areas on

employers are looking for; what

find out what employers are
looking for; what is too much,
pertinent information to have

Health and

of the job involves communicat
ing with city officials and con
tractors on major remodels (such
as Wood-Mar) and working

demolition of the Sherman Arms

If you've ever had to pick up
a key or apply for a Custodial job
or fulfill community service, you
probably know that Plant

Services is located a good half-

students

mile walk from the center of

employees.
The newest department out at

today's label better: The

tem must fight the illness (there
are no antibiotic cures). The
virus lives in the throat, and is
spread by saliva through inti
mate contact.

It is not particularly conta
gious. There arc no "mono epi
demics." Friends and room

mates have no higher risk of

.sweats, feverish feelings.
headache, mu.sc/e aches, no

continued from page 1

along the beach, movies, comic
books and games (in French, of

everyone. "The food was excel

practice their French at the same

lent," commented Zaro.

time.

All of the faculty/staff mem
bers who went on the trip had

ry

studied, lived, and worked in

BREAK TIME: Marvin

Clarkson, who works as a
Grounds Supervisor, relaxes
after a job well done.

cleaning up after the prank you
pulled, thank him or her. Let
them know you appreciate and
notice the hard work they put into
keeping this campus beautiful.

France. This gave students the
unique opportunity to learn more
about the language and culture

from people who had experi
enced it.

Tyhurst, who studied and

George Fox alumni, some of

PLANT SERVICES

French tourists."

chance to relax, have fun, and

"The retreat a pseudo-

and New Construction. He and
one student employee ensure that
Plant Services is up to OSHA
standards. First Aid kits are full,
fire extinguishers are up to date

some shoppers thought we were

Sunday. Students enjoyed the

course), and a worship time on

immersion into French culture'
- Janis Tvhurst

So next time you see a
Grounds student raking leaves in
the rain or a Custodial employee

tural experience when you're

The food included Belgian
soup and Swiss fondue, among
other dishes, and was praised by

about Plant Services or just want
a tour of their really cool build
ing, give them a call or slop by.
Several of the employees are

Dan Schutter is the director of
two entire departments - Safety

cery shopping can turn into a cul

"Kalherine and I had fun when
The retreat involved walks

any time you have questions

love Jesus and love to serve.

not to kiss...that

using the language. Norre said,

ning campus, the two full-time
employees and their student
employees make sure rooms are
set up for conferences, banners
are hung for special events and

mer!

The most important key to
recovery is to pace yourself.
Don't get discouraged, you will
get belter!

Cuisine and culture

people love visitors, though, so

some of what they do. You
should see them during the sum

eating, drinking lots of fluids,
Tylenol for pain and fever, sore
throat relief (e.g. salt water gt\r-

rash.

vital element to a smooth-run

them are George Fox parents,
others have no previous connec
tion to the school. But they all

your immune system as much
as possible.
The steps to feeling better
include plenty of rest, healthy

appefife. and fatigue. This is
followed by sore fhroaf (often
To k i s s o r
severe), fever (which may be as
is
the
question.
high as 104), and occasionally a

the plant is Event Services. A

graduations. And that's only

The main treatment for

mono is support. You must help

catching it than the general col
gling or sucking on ice chips)
and avoiding strenuous activity
lege population.
The illness begins with a and contact sports for several
' several day "prodrome" of w e e k s .

campus - over on the other side
of the baseball fields. The office

the gym is in proper order for

better often alternate with days

worked in France for a year and a
It also provided an opportuni
ty to build relationships. One
carpool got lost, and the occu
pants got to spend several addi

half, said, "The retreat was a
pseudo-immersion into French
culture and allowed the students
to apply what they have been

Brian Zaro said, "I enjoyed hang

learning."
This year marked the first

t i o n a l h o u r s w i t h e a c h o t h e r.

ing out with people I normally

overnight French retreat, and

only see in class."

Norre "would love to make this

Other activities included buy
ing groceries and preparing deli
cious French cuisine. Even gro

an annual event." Jusqu'a Vannde prochaine... (Until next
year...)

Ts s u c T v a r c r x Ts
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OPINION

The nature of
H AV m

JOHN

HARRISON

Missions is all about

Editorial

a calling; however...

In my Christian Discipling
class, debates about the nature of

MIDDLETON

Opinion Editor
If you have a heart for mis
sions, then you should read this

article. Anyone who has been in
the Church for X number of

years knows about missions.

in the Church.

to salvation?" I was led to pro

The term "missions" is a very

Christian because they "went."

popular Christian concept.

They fulfilled part of the Great

The main reason is because

of the "Great Commission,"

given by Jesus in Matthew
28:19: "Therefore go and make

salvation often arise in our dis

cussions. Today one such ques

agree with most of what I am
saying. So why do I bring it up?
I, along with others, can get the
feeling from .some speakers that
they arc somehow more

Commission.

Not only that, but these peo

ple also gave up secular paying
positions so they could fulfill

tion arose: "Is Jesus the only way
vide my own answer.
There seem to be two camps

of thought; the first being that
you can know Jesus the concept
without knowing Jesus the man.

Since Jesus is the Way, the Truth,
and the Life, people can live the
way of love that Jesus taught, the
truth that he spoke and the life he

preached - whether or not they
actually know Jesus Himself or
believe in Him.

disciples of all nations, baptiz
ing them in the name of the

what Jesus commanded. As

The other camp would object,

significant as that is, it is not

Father and of the Son and of the

particularly praiseworthy.

saying that Jesus is the only Way.
Jesus means that you can't reach
the Father unless you come

Holy Spirit..." (NIV). My
belief is that this has been

stretched and misinterpreted to
where it can be damaging to the
actual purpose of the verse.
The part that needs the most
attention is the "therefore go"
introduction. At first glance
(and second glance), it is a sim

ple yet powerful command
ment: go. Translation: have a
heart for missions and GO.

This is not a bad thing: not
at all. But the problem with this
is who is going to pay for it?
Different people have been
blessed with different gifts. One
gift is "a heart for missions."
Personally, that isn't my cup
of strawberry lemonade. I
believe one of my gifts is giving
financially. I am able to give
consistently and faithfully.
Wouldn't you as a reader agree
that missionaries need people
like that? They need to know
that the money they require to
continue witnes.sing is coming.
The truth is that it isn't my
money anyway. God gave me
the money, and the least 1 can

What makes it praiseworthy

is that they followed the Holy
Spirit's call. Going to missions
is a calling. U isn't a summer

job. It isn't a ritual. It is a call.
Again. I have not received
such a call. That doesn't mean I
should then criticize others for

prodding people to support mis

through Him; without Jesus, you
are not saved, as moral living
alone can't save you.
Some of you feel very strong
ly one way or the other, others
are neutral. Regardless, I would
ask you to simply listen.
Since God created us in His

sions. Everyone should support

image, and wrote upon our hearts

missions.

the nature of His will—often

However, each person has

referred to as conscience—we

individual gifts and blessings

have always known the existence

and should use those according

of God whether or not we know

ly. If you are gifted at public
speaking, you should speak. If
you are gifted at giving, you
should give. If you are gifted at

of Jesus.

witnessing, you should witness.
All in all, as a writer, I want

to point out to you that to fulfill
that Great Commission, you
don't need to "go" to another
country. You can go across the
hall or acro.ss the city. Or. you
can give so that others may go.

As Paul puts it in the opening
of Romans, "Since the creation of

terms - Jesus the man - but what
about Jesus the God, which is

believes in God, but not tnJesv- why we are saved in the first

God very true and very real;

fhey-vestmpyi msisedthetmportant detail of Jesus.

Similarly, pagan religions

place? Do we not know from the

beginning of John's gospel that

the word (Jesus) has always
existed, and indeed it was He
who created the world on which

preach goodness to your neig - you now live?
bors. Though they do not know
Jesus, they act in love, and cer

tainly Jesus preached goodness
for your neighbors.

But, believing in "truth" will
not save you. You have to have a
relationship with Jesus.

Those who have a relation

ship with Jesus are saved.
Though, as I've shown, you may

have a relationship with Jesus

(because He is intrinsic to our
world) without knowing Him as
Jesus.

Surely this is not possible you

say; you cannot have a relation
ship with Someone you do not

What I am saying is simply

this: Jesus is our Lord and God,
Who is also love, the very fiber
of our world that has existed with
us since the beginning.

Thus, since the beginning, it
has been possible for us to have a
relationship with Jesus, as the
love in the world, even if we do
not know of His physical incar
nation.

We must have a relationship;
we cannot simply live love or
moral living, and certainly know

ing about Jesus' physical pres
ence on this earth and His teach

k n o w. A h u m a n p e r s o n - n o .

ings help us along a great deal in

But, Jesus? Yes. Jesus is love, is

understanding and sustaining that

He not? Isn't love what created

relationship.
At the end, I believe that God

this world? And indeed, what
sustains'it? Without love, could

will hold us responsible for what

any of us exist at this moment?
I am not talking about the foo

we knew. If we knew of Jesus,
did we follow him? If we did

foo love of culture, but the pow

not, knowing only of the love

erful love that resounds within

the depths of our world - that is

that resounds inside the world,
did we follow it and have a rela

God Himself.

tionship with it?

This love has always existed

To conclude, let me illustrate

in our world, as Paul said, and it

my point with children. Children

is this love that we have a rela

do not understand as we do about

tionship with. We know a bit
more of the story than others do,

God, Jesus or anything of that
sort. Nor do they grasp these

mainly the great story of Jesus.
great "salvatioiv," "resuirectiotv"
the world God's invisible quali
And now 1 have gotten both and "cross" things we keep talk
ties - his eternal power and
sides upset. Those who believe ing about.
divine nature - have been clearly
in the conceptual part of Jesus
Yet at the same time, children
seen, being understood from
and moral living are saying I'm know more of ove than any of us
what has been made, so that men
do. Clearly it is not the doctrine
are without excuse" (Romans adding conditions, namely this
of the matter that is important,
relationship business.
1:20).
Others of you are upset but the heart.
In other words, truth is uni
because you see Jesus is central,
Let us stop fighting amongst
versal and even intrinsic to our

No matter what the case,

world, such that one can know

though, you .shouldn't be idle.
God has a plan, and you are part

.truth without knowing of Jesus.

of it.

religions, which contain a great
bit of partial truth, but not the
whole story.

do is tithe. In addition to that. I

For example,

They are not entirely wrong, -

faithfully give, others are then
able to faithfully "go." It is all
about where certain people fit
So far, I think that you can

salvation, love and Jesus

We see this in a number of world

can give to missions. So. if 1

and without Him there is no sal

each other, and saying to one

vation.

another that this man is saved or

You ask, but what about the

that one is not.

This is not our place. Let us

verse that says, "No one comes to
the father but by me"? Haven't I

instead love as we have been

agreed with you?

loved, and align our hearts with

You are thinking in physical

Him Who saved it.

Emoticons of AOL instant messenger come up short for many students
ANNE-MARIE

KENDAM.

Editorial

tionaliy descriptive graphic to fit

worthless they are" says Chris

their mood, but frustrate many

Chelsea Ingber.

Roenicke.

When asked for a comment,
Kayla Ming, sophomore, said

Fox students because of the lack

Andrew Newberry has com
plaints about his AOL Instant
Messenger (AIM) program's

are left with the same slim selec

"Something was wrong with
the programmers at AOL. Half
of the icons are practically the
same and the others are just stu

tion of AOL emoticons to choose

pid. Give us something new to

also animated.

He goes on to say, "There is

not a real T'm joking' sign.
Maybe you could use the wink
ing one, but then girls think I'm
hitting on them and stop talking
tome. Oh the madness!!!"

nastily, "I only use them to annoy
people. I think that the angel one

IS the most annoying; it's got that

upgrade to AOL 5.0, students still

emoticons.

work with here!" he exclaims.

"Whoever made up the kissy

of really good icons.
Even after the recent program

from, while other programs like

weird little look on its face, and

15)

MSN messenger have wider

use that dumb face!"

Students also have a hard

selections of icons that now are

time choosing between similar
faces. When asked what the cri
teria are in choosing between the
sad icon, the sad with a tear icon
or the sad with slanted line icon

Out of sixteen icons on AIM,
more than ten are seen as useless

by many students. Yes, it's true.
Across the boards, certain smiles

people were once again frustrated

are seen as nonsensical, having

with AOL.

no practical application,

The plain one is sad, but

"What is up with the one with

Newberry isn't the only one
up in arms over these smiling

a freaking cash sign in its

yellow faces. Emoticons, or smi
ley icons, are supposed to help

in its face? Did someone step on

AIM users express feelings by

smiles were ever used on purpose

face should be fired! Who would
kiss that face?...It looks kinda
like its trying to seduce you in a

allowing them to choose an emo-

aside from chatting about how

very wrong way," remarked

BigBlueBall.com

mouth?! Or the one with the foot
his face? I'd be shocked if those

its freaky. I hate it when people

is actually broken. The whole

thing is really confusing," says
Ian Demming.

Many students had sugges

tions about how to improve the
emoticon selection.

"I want one that can show my
absolute disgust. The look I
would- give to a person when
explaining a taco with a hair in

it," says Diane Medema, Junior.

Micah Park talked about how

superior MSN messenger is to

AOL in almost every way. He
says, "You can actually cus

tomize your own icons now on
sites available online."

When asked about AIM. Luke
looks overly psychopathic and
sorta depressive. The slam one is Watson angrily shook his head,
more like 'urn say, 1 told you ] sighed and said, "I hate IM."

would go with you to that thing

Whatever the case, alterna-

rtves abound. There is also

wantf,;
g but... The one withiythe
tear Yahoo! Messenger and the some
seems to work only if your heart what forgotten ICQ.
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File swapping is stealing
J O H N D AV I S
Guest Editorial

1 want to get us thinking a bit.
Indeed, if more individuals

would simply think about the

issue at hand we surely would be
at a better place. Let's talk about

the practice we call file-swapping, or downloading songs and
movies, or stealing.
Most of us have done it -

mysclfincluded — and many con
tinue. Likewise, most of us do

not tiiink about the act as we per
form it, nor do we ponder its
moral implications. Our friends

do it, our pastors do it, every
body's doing it; so we do too.
And yet the question I ask is this:
how many of us really think
about what we are doing?
Let's set up a rough analogy.
I hear the newest "Ice, Ice, Baby
Remix" single on "Hoppin'
104.3" and realize that I just have
to have it. Burnin'along HW99 I
notice Fred Meyer to my left,
head for the parking lot and am
soon on my way to Electronics.
Aisle four puts me smack in
front of the Vanilla Ice's Greatest

Hits: 10 Ice, Ice, Baby Remixes
CD, and as I glace over my
shoulder and see no employees, I
pull out my pocket knife, cut
open the packaging, and soon
have removed the disc from its
c o n t a i n e r.

cisely the same thing as
described above, minus the phys
ical compact disc. For movies,

dare to even pretend to care
about the health of its market?

might be considered wrong?
Nay, of course not. Quoting
Scripture at_ a moment like this
seems. a bit obtuse as well.
Unfortunately, it may not be that
After Christmas vacation I

greeted a friend in his dorm
room, at which point he
exclaimed, "Dude. 1 downloaded
2,000 songs over break!" 1 was
stunned. Sub.scquenl discussion
revealed that he had never pur
chased a CD — in his entire life.
When 1 asked him if he'd

ever thought about whether or
not what he was doing might be
wrong, a simple "no" realized my
fears. Folks, let's at least allow
this issue to enter our minds from

time to time - if not our spiritual
conscience.

Frankly, I can think of more
than one decent reason why ille
gal file swapping might be an
acceptable practice, and these
justifications go much deeper
than the tired, "I wasn't going to
buy it anyways" excuse that
plagues our generation.
No, they center around the
life

of

Christ

and

how

he

approached "the establishment."
At this moment I don't feel com

Slipping it into my trousers, 1
exit without a sly glance from
anyone in the store, get in my car,
and head back home. No pain,
pretty good gain. My only regret
is that I could have done it faster

if I'd had Kazaa installed on my
laptop.
Like it or not, what we do

when we download songs is pre

From the Pen of the President

just .sub.stitute in a DVD.
Need I mention, why this

dense.

DUCKETT

Editorial

Courtside Chaos: guys and
gals who stand on the sidelines of
the games (in "original" blue and

This is somewhat akin to the

H U N T E R

irony exhibited when tobacco
inanufaclurers spon.sor televi

automobile.

sion advertisements that lam

for the vehicle he drove home

baste the evils of smoking.
I.s it jjossible to even consid
er that the companies truly care

consists largely of individuals

ASC President

. I was driving happily along
(well, actually. 1 was a passen
ger. but that doesn't really mat
ter for this illustration), and as

the car tooled along 99W
through Tigard. 1 caught sight of
one of the most disgusting

sights known to mankind: the
Atkins logo, plastered promi
nently on the otherwise decrepit
exterior of a 7-11.

1 looked again, just to make
sure I wasn't in a sort of waking
dream, but the giant red "A"
was every bit as real as the layer
of grime that seems to cover
every single automobile in the
entire state of Oregon this time
of year.
I leaned back in my seat to
regain composure, but before I
could gain control of my breath
ing (1. was laughing awfully
hard), we passed yet another
hallowed American institution

displaying a '"special low-ctirb
menu": Burger King.
It seems that nothing is
sacred in the furious battle for

ers think? Is it a distraction, are

the outfits ridiculous, is it hurting
the team more than helping, is it

just plain embarrassing?

Melissa Alexander (a junior
who plays point guard) said, "As a
[basketball] player, I absolutely
love [Courtside Chaos]. There is
a certain feeling that enters the

gym when they blow the hom and
come filing in. For us, it gives
confidence to know that you will

have loud support from the side
lines."

Commenting on how the

said, "For the other team it totally
makes them swallow hard and
feel a little intimidated, especially

throughout the game when the
pressure is on."
Kellie Thomas (a junior who

plays wing) really shows her

stituents as much as they care
about emptying their wallets?
I'm digressing here (as usual in
these columns, perhaps they
should be re-christened "Blogs
of the President"...).

The point here is tliat stop
ping at Burger King to get a
taste of its special *menu will
never result in a more healthful

more comfortable in Depends
than is mentally conceivable at
this point in my life. To be quite
frank, 1 sometimes wonder if the

car is more suited to ocean voy
aging than navigating the nar
row streets around campus, but
he seems quite plca,scd with the
purchase.
Perhaps this stems from the
fact that probably all eleven of
us in the house could pile (rela

old into a 7-11, even under the

tively comfortably) in the sedan,
with enough corresponding gear
to last us through a spring break

pretense of sampling the new

tour of Mexico.

you. Daring to cross the thresh

" l o w - c a r b Tw i n k l e " i n d i c a t e s a

Indeed, the trunk itself is

predilection to gluttony.
Maybe that last one goes too

large enough to swallow two

far, but does it make sen.se?
Processed foods are the devil,

(We experimented on that last
one.) I considered suggesting

even under the innocuous

that he ditch the woofers and

sheepskin of the Atkins logo.
The closer your eatables resem

install a spa in the tmnk. but the

ble their natural state, the less

chance you'll be frequenting the
cosmetic surgeon's office sever
al years after earning stellar pay
as a Fox graduate, to trim your
t u m m y.

power to weight ratio might be
too severely affected to make
this plausible.
Still, it would be intensely
fashionable to show up to
Spring Formal with a bona-fide
hot tub in the bloated posterior
of the sedan. "Well maybe not.

though, so 1 hope some letters-tothe-editor might continue this

warped sense of "cool."
At any rate, my mother is on
Afkins revolution on the way the phone as Fm typing this,
pany, whose food products are b a c k f r o m t h e P o r t l a n d A u t o and she vehemently urges all of
Show with my housemates.) us to eat our .spinach. Organic,
so far removed from nature that
The
wares on di.splay at that if possible, and always fresh.
their shelf Jives sometimes out
There you have it.
last those of their consumers, to paragon of machismo sentiment

discussion.
For now let's leave it as sim

ply stealing. Oh yeah, and you
might get sued - but even this
wide road (like all of them) leads
to a Pepsi commercial.

tions of sub-standard food pur
veyors finally succumbed with
out even a whimper, it seems.
What would possess a com

appreciation for Courtside Chaos
by saying, "[I] love them, love the
n o i s e , l o v e t h e o u t fi t s . . . . l o v e i t

enjoy the disorder of the outfits
and face-paint. Who wouldn't
like to see a guy with cheese on

all!"

his head?

Surprisingly enough, Scott
Rueck (head coach for the Bruin
ladies) wanted to make sure that

this article was only uplifting to
Courtside Chaos and the teams.

"Please don't print any negative

pumped up during the game. I
think that is cool they cheer for us

comments about them...[it]

so hard."

fore hurt our teams..."

Even though the atmosphere
has improved much over the

Undoubtedly, Rueck has a
high respect for Courtside Chaos.

years, some of the players still

He sees them as a benefit to the

think it could be better.

team. When asked about if they
were a distraction, he replied, "I

Aaron Schmick (a sophomore
who plays wing/point guard) stat
ed that, "I think that Courtside

Chaos is great for the atmosphere,

would only hurt Chaos and there

guess it might be [to] the students
who sit on their hands the entire

ment that perhaps the outfits

game and maybe the other
team...sounds perfect to me."
So, there you have it, guys
and gals; our basketball teams see
Courtside Chaos as a great help to
the games.
Whether it is because they

form. "The outfits are alright, I

pump the players up, excite the
fans or intimidate the opposing

1 just think it would be even better

if there were more people
involved with it, whether they're
on the floor or in the bleachers."
He also made another com

like the spirit; but maybe they
could get some matching shirts
and face paint instead of the
jumpsuits."
However, plenty of fans and

players have stated that they

teams, Courtside Chaos is there to

bring a little spirit to the game.
Thank you, Courtside Chaos.

We hope to see your numbers and
the fans numbers grow more
because of you!

"Which brings me to the

women and two 15'' woofers.

the waistline, and these two bas

opposing teams feel about should be a bit more...well, uni
Courtside Chaos, Alexander also

about the welfare of their con

However, the target market

pelled to give people more excus
es for continuing \he practice,

It is also great to know that
our Bruin men feel the same way
yellow outfits) and cheer on our
basketball teams. Their goal: to as the ladies. Benjamin Melvin (a
bring more school spirit and fun sophomffre who plays point
guard/wing) said that, "Courtside
into the games.
Now, the fans may get a kick is awesome; they get us really
out of them, but what do the play

inspired a member of my house,
who 1 shan't name here, to go
out and purchase a new-ish

J O S H U A

Courtside Chaos did commendable job this season
SHANNA

OPINION

subject of luxury cars, obvious
ly. (The obvious connection lies

We Califom'ians bave a ratber

in the fact that I noticed the

Letters to the Editor
Dear Editor,
I wanted to write concern

humor in the spirit of the
evening.
Two particular "winners"

ing an ASC activity I recently

showed total lack of character

attended. Let's Make A Deal. It

and self-control. One fussed

brought out the best and the

loudly and threw a verbal tem
per tantrum much to the aston

worst in some of the students,

like a glass of liquid when
shaken up—whatever is inside
comes out.

ishment of the crowd. Another

person (1 cannot use the word
gentleman, for that would not

I have nothing but praise
for the people who ran the
show. They did a wonderful

describe him) threw a more

job of keeping things moving
and making things lively and

center aisle more than once -

entertaining.
The members of the audi
ence were colorful and dressed

up in various costumes. Some
costumes were very cheesy,

physical temper tantrum at his
prize and kicked it down the
trying to get his point across
would be my guess. But what
point did these two people real
ly get across?
1 have heard that games do
not build character, they only

others were cute, some were
outlandish and even some, 1

bring out the character that is

thought, were a little embar
rassing.

Make A Deal. I pray that

there. So it was with Let's

everyone in every situation in

But the real entertainment

life will show forth a clear

of the evening was in the

conscience as pleasing to the
Lord, even - or perhaps espe
cially - if it is a game show.

actions of the contestants.

Some "winners" came away
with large, expensive items and
shouts of joy. Other "winners"

Respectfully,

came away with not-so-expen
sive, cutsie items but with

laughter, grace and good

Kay Edwards
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Alcohol policy change would assist in mature decisions
ANONYMOUS

that doesn't allow students who

Guest Editorial

arc over twenty-one to drink
while off campus.

Beyond that, if George Fox
University wants to make a good
name for it.self in the working

It's been my experience that

I believe that alcohol, much

world where most of its students

both intelligence and ignorance

like sex and guns, is not bad in

span religions. There are people
who will agree with this article,

and of itself, it is the misuse of

end up, they would do better to
allow students who are twentyone to make up their own minds
about drinking while off campus.

and people who will avidly
oppose it. What I'd like you to
think about after you read this, if
you choose to read this, is ask
yourself why you took the posi
tion you did.
Please don't assume that

things are correct simply because
it's the way that they are right
now, and please don't let other
people decide for you. Decide
for yourself why this is right or

these things that is generally con
sidered wrong.
The function of a university
like George Fox is to educate stu
dents not only with books but
also with experiences and good
judgment so that when we move
past this part of our lives we will
be able to function in society.
This is where I start to wonder

what tlie point of the alcohol pol
icy is.
To me, it seems like a bad
idea to treat alcohol like it's

wrong.

To begin with, I have no prob
lem with Fox not allowing alco
hol on campus. 1 also have no

something that is wrong, but this

problem with a rule that doesn't
let people come on campus if

not the intent of the policy, for

they are drunk. The problem I
have is with the part of the policy

is what the alcohol policy does.
You have to admit that even if it's

bidding anything makes it seem
wrong.

By allowing current students
to drink, the university can deal

partying despite the rule would
not have to keep their drinking a
secret.

The university could have a
real influence on students deei-

sions about alcohol. It's easier
for Student Life il the policy

stays the way it is, because they
have an all or nothing policy, and

they can simply punish the

decisions about alcohol and help
them to develop the maturity and
decision making skills to handle

offenders and guide them back to
the current Fox standard. But
this doesn't really help students
mature towards alcohol; it only

a l c o h o l b e t t e r.

allows them to put off developing

If the policy changes, who
would start drinking alcohol?
The people at Fox who are

self control.

with students who make bad

in a safer environment where we
can be kept accountable by
friends and faculty? Why not

help us mature into people who
can deal with alcohol in a respon
sible way?

That would give people in the
world outside Fox another reason

to respect what we do here. We
don't take the easy road and just
avoid the hard lessons, we deal

with our problems and are better
for it.

One last thing I have to say

about the undergraduate alcohol

policy is that Fox has set a double

When we graduate, we are

standard for students, allowing

going to be allowed to drink alco
hol. The problem is that a lot of

graduate students to drink alco

Fox students won't have experi

graduate students are prohibited!

ence or guidance with it.
I'm not saying that all Fox
students go off the deep end after
they graduate, but what if some

Why is that, I wonder? The poli
cy should either apply to the
entire university or be removed

If the current policy was

do? What if even one does?

is for the latter.

changed, students who are out

Why not allow us to drink here.

"partiers" are already drinking
and throwing parties. It's the
responsible people, who are not
drinking now because they
signed a contract, who might
choose to drink.

hol while faculty, staff and under

for the entire university. My vote

And you can quote me on that!
"The basic conclusion is that it's been a very important factor."
-Ed McKelvey, an economist at investment firm Goldman Sachs, said of the Bush tax cuts. Most economists say the tax cuts
helped stimulate consumer spending : These economists also say tax cuts were just one of several influences that helped the
economy out of its slump.

Questions and answers about the lifestyle agreement
it does not compel it.
A somewhat analogous argu

were created for dummies who

alcohol than others, and the

aren't able to handle themselves

U n i t e d S t a t e s h a s s e e n fi t t o

ment could be made that R-rated

or their motor vehicles with as

behaviors that may cause our

1 make this anonymous con
tribution with a good measure of
hesitation. 1, perhaps more than
most of you, have wrestled with
the alcohol policy and its effects
for some time now, and have

movies, and the filth they often
masquerade as "art," could force
young men's hormones into over

much aplomb as I.

establish a law that permits indi
viduals over the age of 21 to con
sume alcohol as their consciences

see the link between partaking of

a l l o w. T h i s i s a l s o w h e r e t h e

alcohol off campus and causing

speed-limit argument breaks
down, as it simply doesn't work

someone to stumble.

reached some conclusions that

young men are able to exercise
enough self-control to eliminate
this possible outcome. Most of
us would agree that the question

A N O N Y M O U S

Guest Editorial

I'd like to share here.

1) Is partaking of alcohol a
moral issue?

Let me state my position
unequivocally: no. Nowhere in

Scripture is it expressly forbid
den, and one would certainly
think that if it were such a huge
issue, it would at least receive

mention in the Books of the Law,
let alone merit more discussion in
the New Testament. It seems that

this is more of an area where per
sonal judgment is expected of us,
as the law is strangely silent.
2) Is drunkenness a moral
issue?

Yes. This is addressed, and

quite bluntly, in Scripture. But
even common sense dictates

quite plainly that drunkenness is
not in one's best interests. Yes, it

drive and increase instances of

Still, by speeding, I increase
the hazards to myself and others,
and the higher my speedometer

rape.

climbs, the more risk I incur.

This is partially true, yet most

able material shouldn't be viewed

in the first place, but the school
has seen fit to let students exer
cise their own consciences in this

But, would any of us crusade to
have the speed limits increased?

area, for better or for worse.

3) Is breaking the Lifestyle
Agreement a moral issue?

maturity. I propose that those

over 21 be permitted to do as they

equipped to deal with innuendo,

please, so long as they «ause no
ill-effects to the campus commu

ately into mental sin the moment

nity, which means more plainly
that consumption must take place

cross their paths.

strictly off campus, and that one
i n fl u e n c e .

When the university institut
ed the alcohol policy, it was

chances of drunkdriving, and the

essentially establishing a limit,

Lifeas they would have to pre

ing of one's word is a moral con
cern. However, when being

issued your driving license for
whatever state you happen to hail

and presumably for the protec
tion of the student body. It was
not done out of spite, but primari
ly as a concern for our wellbeing.

States cite the same purpose

must never return while under the

I realize that this increases the
difficulty presented to Residence
pare to deal with residents who

do choose to return in a some
what degraded slate; but 1 believe

this would be less of an impact
than most of us assume. Many of
our "of age" students already live

from, do you recall agreeing to
abide by the rules of the road?
I do, and every time 1 exceed
the speed limit, 1 am reminded
that 1 am breaking an agreement I
made with the great State of

for many of their rules of the

off campus.

road. Are some of us better driv
ers than others? Yes. Are some

sion that the mere consumption

California. Would any of us

Nearly all of our "of-age" stu
dents who disagree with the alco
hol policy have already chosen to
live off campus to be free from
the long arm of Residence Life

h o l ? Ye s .

of alcohol leads to a life of

argue that this is a moral issue?

may be fun; but it really isn't a
wholesome sort of fun, and it

inevitably shows baneful effects
in one's life.

H o w e v e r, o n e m u s t n o t

immediately jump to the conclu

debauchery. It increases the

chances of drunkenness, yes; but

Do I feel guilty when speed
ing? No, actually, not really. My
excuse is always that those rules

20.

of us better equipped to deal with

the effects and temptations that
come along with imbibing alco
4) What, then, should the pol
icy be?
I suggested above that some
are better equipped to handle

are not able to handle certain

things, and some people are.
Some people are wonderfully

gladly continue to exceed the
existing ones as we see fit.

In essence, we gave our word

brethren to stumble, but I fail to

21 is a decent enough indicator of

I hardly think so, though we will

that we would not, and the break

from

veyed, please understand that you

Aah, and here's the rub. We

dents.

abstain

who are more capable drivers.

did, upon enrollment, sign a con
tract that states (rather explicitly)
that we would not partake of
alcohol while enrolled as stu

should

To those who are stumbling,
or afraid of what image is con

argument, one may assume that

by campus residents.

We

to have separate roads for people
However, in the drinking

I hardly think a change
in policy would be noticed

munity?

while others capitulate immedi

erotic imagery or crude joking
Some people are able to deal

with stress and nerve-racking sit
uations requiring delicacy and
diplomacy, while others of us

would plod raucously through the
tension with all the grace and

patience of an inebriated sow.
My point here is that each of
us has our own Achilles heel, and

though the very attempt at flirting
with alcohol could destroy some
of us, to others it remains rela
tively harmless. As we are all liv

ing together in what is by defini

tion a community, I would like
everyone to understand that

though partaking of alcohol may

be a sin" for you, it is not for
others.

We're college students, and
and Student Life. I hardly think a
we're Christians; our
change in policy would be moreover,
minds
are
quite
capable of under
noticed by campus residents. standing this. It is uncharitable to
5) What should we think of make a crime of something which

this as Christians living in a com

is quite simply not.
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Thinking hard" about drinking

ANNEjWARli; KRNha. ,
Editorial

'

'

In school we learn philoso

milkshakes; you do the latter

because you see cheating as
wrong, which you would apply

versally to the entire popula
phy is siting down and "thinking uni
tion. This is the difference

hard about something. Lately
rye
"thinkime
ng opposed
hard" about
whatbeen
makes
to

between personal preferences
and morals.

It is okay to disagree with

dnnking while attending Georee rules, but it is not okay to disobey
Fox.
^
same rules if you have agreed
When it comes to the lifestyle ttohelive
by them.

policy at Fox, many people auto

matically slouch down in their

chairs, become grumpy and pre

pare themselve.s for another ser
mon on what bad people they are.

Relax, I'm not going to

prcach-i trust that if you are
smart enough to get into college,
you can understand the fact that

we don't all think the same.

I certainly hope that you

"think hard" about what you
came across in this piece and

understand my insights into the
situation. So with that said, here
is my beef...
It's an integrity issue to me.

When you enroll-in George
Fox, you give away some free

Imagine if we were never

evaluated, if people got away
with doing anything they wanted.

If people broke the lifestyle
agreement, administration would

say, "Oh, she couldn't help it, she
grew up without any rules con
cerning alcohol so it's harder for
her to adjust."
Neither student nor adminis

tration would benefit from this
situation. We need to be held

rules allowed mixed company
before 5 o'clock on weekdays
right? Well, the rules have

changed, and here at Fox, the rule
is "no drinking." Period.
Your personal judgments as
to whether you believe Fox's

rules to be necessary or even cor
rect reveal your personal theolo
gy, but your adherence to the
standards reveals your ethics and
your morals.

Compare this to your choice
of a Dough Boy milkshake at" the
Underground, against your
choice not to cheat on your histo
ry final. You do the first as a per
sonal decision because you like

ing the rules you've been given.
There is value in shaking

things up and getting people to
look outside their own views, but

we have adopted a lifestyle while
attending school here.
I don't believe that we all

have to adhere to the same view
points. 1 don't even believe we
have to agree with all of the rules
here at Fox; but if we have

agrCed to live by them, we should
live by them.

There are always a plenty
excuses. Plato said that without

rationalization no person could
ever do something he believed
was wrong.

We can all blame something our past experiences, strict rules,

lack of opposition to drinking in

choose.

our personal theologies or the

Releasing a student without
any penalty would be along the

unfair system yet we all signed
the contract. We should, then, be

same lines as excusing yoiir dog
from peeing on the living room

judged and treated according to

rug because you assert it to be too

gives us.

When I hear about any case
of major rule breakage I think
about the people involved. It
isn't that they magically become
bad people by making these
choices, but I do judge their char

that you are under contract while

acter by their choices.

the high level of standards Fox

No excuse takes away the fact
attending school here. So STOP
whining!

Agree to the fact that you
signed away some rights when
you decided to attend college
here.

Contract whining is pitiful
not stop after "just a few." With
the alarming rate of deaths from

C RY S TA L WAT K R S
Editorial

This apparent controversy
over the George Fox contract is

rather pitiful. First of all, you
were not forced to sign it.
Secondly, if you did not read it

before you signed, that is really
your own problem.
The behavior that the admin

istration is choo.sing to prohibit
from their campus is not general
ly considered healthy, mature
conduct. We have all heard the

spiels on smoking, so I won't go

drunk driving, this is a genuine
concern!

Many students are underage,

so it is illegal in the first place.
For those of you who are 21 or
over, you have waited 21 years...
what is a couple more?
We know that smoking kills
people every few seconds, but

that is self-inflicted. Killing
someone in an alcohol-related

crash is America's most frequent
ly committed crime, and that

Isn't including all the alcohol-

there. If you want to sneak off
for a smoke, just make sure that it

relateddomestic abuse cases.

is not in a place where the,sec

drink doesn't reduce the risk for

ond- hand smoke will affect me.

Just because you can handle a
so many others. (What if you are
the one killed? Fun stuff.)
If you want to break your

1 have an OLCC license to

serve alcohol, and they admit that
a few drinks on the weekend are
not harmful; but we must not

contract... go for it. Just don't

complain about it because you
voluntarily signed it.

ignore the many people who can

-Affinnn
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I take their decisions to mean

Don't drink, and be prepared
they don't really value their to lose integrity and deal with
word. Even though honesty may consequences if you do.
not always pay, I believe it is
I've been "thinking hard" and
always the best policy.
philosophizing about this, and
Trust me, I would change I've come to this conclusion; if
some things if I were in charge, you don't agree with the lifestyle

A

The George Yoit. Adm\ss\orv Slatemervl

The new GFU logo options

but I've faced the fact that it's not

agreement here, either choose to

M AT T H E W H Y TA I v n

gonna happen. Living in a com

live by the rules you agreed to for

Guest Editorial

munity like Fox is accepting that

a couple years or go somewhere

are stuck doing things we might

cated?

we are stuck being followers, we
not always agree with.

AS MY PANEL OF COLLEAGUES
C A N AT T E S T, I H AV E N O
INTEREST IN CLONING
PEOPLE.

opportunity to lead, but for these
four years, it's all about follow

accountable for the actions we

doms—in fact, you sign away a dumb to know any better.
lot of rights. I'm sure your house

Later in life, we will have the

OPINION FEATURE

else!! Is it seriously that compli

Recently, while checking my
Foxmail account, I received an

Second was something that
looked like a Glade Piug-in air
freshener. The campus is clean
and all, but our University stands
for more than just fresh air.

email from some administration

Lastly, and definitely the

department informing me that
George Fox is creating a new

most interesting of the choices ,

logo.
Apparently an effort had

was the burning book; need I say
more? I sure am glad that the
administration sought help in this

been underway for some time,
and a team of professional graph

important matter. Who were

ic designers had been hired to

This entire process comes at

create options for the University

great shock to myself, coming

to choose from.

from an administration that has

It was then that I remembered

that George Fox offers graphic
design as a major in the Arts

department. Odd, I thought.
None of my friends who are

graphic design majors have men
tioned anything to me. And I
would

think

that

the

Administration would assign the
project to budding young stu
dents, at least, before approach
ing profes.sionals.

However, my very talented

these "professionals" anyway?

done nothing but support the stu
dents and respond to their needs.
Yet in this manner we were

quietly sidestepped with the
exception of one Graphic Design
student acting as an intern. That
can hardly be considered a link
from students to administration.

I do not think myself quali
fied to create or choose a new
logo for the school that I have

come to love this past year. A

simple gesture of acknowledge

Graphic Design friends knew
nothing about it aside from the

ment would have been sufficient,
but it needed to come at the

email which they too had

beginning of the process.

received. The administration

was, however, gracious enough
to poll the student body in the
last stages, and allow them to
vote on three potentials.
First was a rendition of the

clock tower and in my opinion

the best of the worst. At the very
least the clock tower was identi

fiable with the University.

I hope it isn't too late to intro

duce some student designs, even
if they aren't seriously consid
ered. as long as they are
acknowledged.
This entire process has been
uncharacteristic of the adminis

tration and the way they have
always held the opinion of the

student body in respect. What
can they do to fix this?

I
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The Academy Awards: next big reality tv show

The problem with chick flicks
CORY

MANDINA

Sports Editor
With so much love in the air

due to Valentine's Day, Cupid
must have gone wrong with
"Chick Flicks." Hollywood has
distorted the world's view on
love and what the "ideal" love

relationship truly is.
Here's problem number one:

flicks do is make Ashton Kutcher

KYLE

.lOHNSON

or Freddie Prinze Jr. the ideal

Stajf Writer

boyfriend, and if we want to

compete we have to give heart

There was a fair amount of

warming sermons about how

debate last year when the

much we care for women.

First off, not all of us have a

Academy Awards took place just

million dollars to go out and find

a few days after George W. Bush

the best hairdressers, best per

had led America into war.

Some suggested that such a

sonal trainers, best wardrobe

trivial event is particularly mean

designers and so forth.

ingless during such a serious
time. Others suggested that it is
necessary to continue with
planned events even during^ a
w a r .

When Nicole Kidman won
her Best Actress Oscar for "The.

Hours," she made a point that art

is important particularly in times
o f w a r.
Art is without a doubt

important, and high achieve
ments in the arts should certainly
be recognized. From December
up until the Academy Awards,
critics circles and various awards

Can "true" love really blossom in
a 24-hour period? Some may say
so, but come on now; we're talk

ing about "true" love, not lustfi l l e d e n d e a v o r s .
Think about "Titanic" for a
second. Besides the fact we all

saw this love angle coming a
thousand miles away (like
maybe 99.9% of chick flicks),
could the coincidences be any
more predictable?
The poor kid gets the chance
of a lifetime to go on the ship's
maiden journey, runs into this
beautiful rich girl, and somehow
they fall so madly in love with
each other that good ol'
Leonardo DiCaprio dies for her.
I s t h i s t h e Ti l l a m o o k C h e e s e

Factory or what? Docs anyone
realize this happened in two and
a half days?
One of the most terribly trag
ic events in the history of the
20th century was nothing but an
after-thought to DiCaprio's
"moving" monologue. What's
worse—it won Best Picture!

Secondly, women every
where develop this misconcep
tion that guys are faultless
(except for the one conflict they
are given in every movie).
They think that if a guy
makes a mistake and thus doesn't

constantly find the best way to
her heart or think of the "perfect"
date,he doesn't care about her.
Women, most guys love to do

this for you, but the fact of the
matter is, we're not always very
smart with this kind of stuff.

As my good friend Gino said,
"I think these movies are a secret

ploy to get rid of the male race.
They're trying to make men
more sensitive...make men more
like women."

Now ladies, do you really
want a man that borders femi

nine while he's constantly striv
ing to act like "one of the girls"
(in a figurative sense of course),
and who even tries to participate
in girl talk? Don't you like guys
who are just . . . guys?
Another thing these chick

Secondly, even if we did,
what's to say we would want to?
I'd rather spend the money on a

Dodge Viper, a nice cruise for
my future wife and me or a 60"
P l a s m a T V.

Thirdly, why do we need to

give you a speech about how

much you mean to us? Can't we

just show you how much we care
by buying you a gift or writing

you a little note or something?
Things like this leave most
guys except the really sketchy
ones constantly wondering how

groups hand out awards to films,
actors, and directors to seeming
ly no end.
The Academy Awards are
undoubtedly the awards that are
paid attention to more than any
other, and an Oscar win guaran
tees a place in movie history.
However, there is something
unsettling about thq. Academy
Awards. Over the past few years
i n p a r t i c u l a r, t h e A c a d e m y
Awards have become increasing
ly more of a reality .show than a
celebration of high art.

Oscar, most people agreed that -more different in terms of style,

the upset was the result of

tone, and intent. Is one really

Miramax's campaigning effort,

better than the other?

led by Weinstein.

In this year's Best Actor race,

T h i s y e a r, w h e n

the two favorites seem to be Sean

Miramax's "Cold Mountain"
received seven Oscar nomina
tions but failed to receive one for
Best Picture, Weinstein blamed

Penn for "Mystic River" and Bill
Murray for "Lost in Translation."
Both provided excellent perform

this year's earlier Oscar date, and
consequently, the shorter cam

respective films, and their
movies were probably the two

paigning season.

best of 2003.

Christmastime so I could hope

ances are so different from one

fully fuel the box office,"

another. Sean Penn portrays a

Weinstein recently told Time.
"With the early [Oscar voting]
this year, we fell short. We just

grief-stricken father who seeks
revenge, and Bill Murray por
trays a lonely American movie

plain ran out of people who had

star staying in Japan as he

seen the movie."

attempts to figure out where his
life is going. How can we possi

"I opened the movie at

Of course, it does not enter

into Weinstein's head that per

haps "Cold Mountain" was sim
ply not as good as the five films
However, the nature of
shows

is

And yet these two perform

bly compare the two?
There seems something
wrong with making art compete

against art, and yet there would

that were nominated.
Awards

ances at the centers of their

that

the

be something anti-climatic about
an "Academy Award list" of the
best films of the year.

Much of this has come

Academy cannot simply say,

from the excessive campaigning
that has become an important ele

"These are the five films that we

feel were the best of the year."

Certainly the Academy occa
sionally selects a bizarre choice

ment of Oscar season, as the

The movies must battle it out for

for Best Picture ("Gladiator" was

uation with our loved ones. And

movie studios attempt to figura

not even one of the ten best films

it's made thousands of guys

tively vote the competition off

broke.

the island.

the Holy Grail of movie awards.
And yet there seems like
there is something wrong with art

A knowledgeable man by the
name of Zack Assinik sums up
this dilemma by saying, "Life is

The Oscar campaign move
ment has been brought to us in

competing against art.
"Shakespeare in Love" and
"Saving Private Ryan" were both

thy of recognition.
And so, every year I watch
hour upon hour of the Oscar tele

n o t m e a n t t o b e a c h i c k fl i c k .

Weinstein.

wonderful films, and the latter

Chick flicks are predictable and

When "Shakespeare in
Love" beat out "Saving Private

cast, wondering which film will
be given an unmovable spot in
movie history. After all, it is my
favorite reality show.

we^ can communicate that we

care for our significant other.
Oftentimes it's a lose-lose-

and-maybe-occasionally-win sit

boring. Life is meant to be ... a
... Veggie Tales episode."

large part by Miramax's Harvey

was certainly the more important
fi l m .

Ryan" for the 1998 Best Picture

But they could not have been

of 2000), but generally they
select a film that is at least wor

Veggie Tales, hmmm . . .
we'll leave that one
alone. Gino views it a

little something like
this: "The movie biz

encourages these
movies so they can
breed a new generation
of wussy men."
Both views make

sense, and both are log

Abortion is a reflection
that we have not met
the needs of women.

i c a l . Ye t , t h e u n f o r t u
nate fact about it is
this: These movies will

continue making it
harder and harder for

Women deserve better
than abortion.

the average guy to
keep his woman.
We might strike
gold sometimes, but far

l u a m E N

too often we're left

with nothing but ques
tions and not enough
a n s w e r s .

Oh well, as long as
we can keep the chick
flick watching to a
minimum, and the
testosterone consistent,

v\

e T T e « *

w w w. Wo m e n D e s e r v e B e t t e r. c o m

there's still hope.
Women D»serve Better is a registered trademark of Feminist* for Life of America
februafv
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^iRT^nLf brings true characters of an extrodinary team to life

KENNETH

D AVi c

Staff Writer

In addition to the qualities of
the characters, the movie works

"Miracle" is a rare film based
on a true story, it's about people

quite well as pure entertainment.
The filmmakers manage to gener
ate suspense despite the audiences

not the actors; its' about the story]
not the style'.

'knowledge of the triumphant end
ing. Their simple evocation of the
fear and desperation of the sur

In 1980, the United Stales

Olympic Hockey team gave hope

to a nation living in fear. A lastminute goal by Mike Eruzione
ended the USSR's 50+ game win
ning streak, and one game later the

rounding era through news pro
grams and radio broadcasts is
effective in communicating the
atmosphere of the events, even to
those of us who were not alive at

gold medal was theirs.

"Miracle" tells the story of

coach Herb Brooks and his deter
mination to win the medal.
Through eight months of extreme
ly intensive training, he molded a
group of hockey players into a

team capable of accomplishing the
seemingly impossible.
Screenwriter Mike Rich,

though uncredited (see accompa
nying story), achieves his own

insurmountable task by crafting a
sports .screenplay that avoids the
clichds. The movie could have

been ridiculously over-patriotic,
over-sentimental or pver-sensational.

Rich and director Gavin

the time.

The casting of the Russian

team helps to increase the feeling
of intimidation the Americans
WWW.CINEMA.COM

or tear-inducing melodrama.

has a heart nonetheless. We under

shooting the characters almost

Buzz Schneider, in fact, is por
trayed by his son Billy Schneider
who has his own share of hockey
experience. The game re-creations
benefit from the experienced cast,

entirely in close-up he avoids the

never once feeling false or choreo

cinematic language that informs

graphed.
own realism to the movie, com

ing of his characters. He believes
in the good intentions of people, a
stance that is refreshing after
movie after movie portraying the

pletely disappearing into the char

dark side of human nature. Most

acter of Coach Brooks. This per

real people want to lead a good

formance shows us the Kurt

life, and Rich understands this.
Even in Brooks, a man others

O'Connor's direction is espe
cially effective primarily by get
ting out of the way of the story. By

the audience how to feel. We are
allowed to observe the characters
and their troubles without camera
moves constantly reminding us of

their feelings.

stand his need to succeed and the

value he puts in hard work.

Actor Kurt Russell adds his

Quite a bit of what makes this
movie work is Rich's understand

O'Connor allow the emotion of the

Casting choices add to the

Russell that could have been. 1

story to grow out of the characters,

authenticity. The filmmakers put

instead of jerking it out of the audi
ence with heart-tugging dialogue

have suspected his talent since
Tombstone, and he proves it here.

might see as a power-hungry,

out an open casting call for hockey

players, noting that acting ability

Russell shows us a man who is

was not a requirement. Player

driven almost to the extreme, but

Russell find a man with failings
but a good heart.

obsessive slave-driver. Rich and

must have felt, especially with the
actor portraying the USSR coach.
Any future movie needing an actor
to play the devil would do well to
contact him. As a credit to the

filmmakers, however, as frighten
ing as he looks, the Russian coach
is given moments of humanity as
well.

Ultimately, "Miracle" is a film
about hopes and dreams that rises
above the Disney Sunday-nightmovie feeling of most so-called
inspirational movies. It encour
ages the audience through its
authenticity, reminding us of the
strength of the human spirit, and
the power of dedication and hard
work.

The controversy over who really wrote the screenplay for "Miracle"
NICOLE

FlTZHtlGH

^taff Writer
In any athletic event there are
winners and there are losers.

Apparently this can be the case in
movies about athletic events as
well.
Screenwriter

Mike

Rich

penned "Finding Forrester," "The
Rookie" and "Radio" all within

the last four years. He also wrote
every word of "Miracle," but you
would never guess that from the
credits. Rich has been cast as the

losing player in this particular
contest. A technicality in the

rules created by the Writers Guild
of America (WGA) is allowing
all credit and subsequent profits
for the movie to go to someone
else!

Eric Guggenheim was origi

after rejecting Guggenheim's first
two drafts, Disney decided to
start over again with Rich in his

adaptation of an already existing
work, it is considered an "origi
nal" screenplay. This makes it

team. "Miracle" producer Mark
Ciardi told The Oregonian. "It's

place.
While Guggenheim did come

subject to even stricter guidelines

name is not on this movie. He

Rich can hoid on to is an email

than a fictional work.

had more to do than anyone with

sent by Coach Brooks a week

up with the original idea. Rich

Oddly enough, many film

making it... If we had the other

before his death in a car accident.

volunteered his own time and

critics have no idea that Rich

draft we wouldn't have bad a

This email thanks Rich for get

money to make contact with the
principals. In fact, he spent two
and one half years on the project;
this was almost triple the amount
of time Guggenheim put in.

actually wrote the script. In fact,
to add insult to injury, one critic
even compared "Miracle" to the
"The Rookie" while praising

movie."

Rich started from scratch,

never reading the earlier screen

plays. If it seems like the stories
they wrote are remarkably simi
lar, it is because the movie is
based on a true story. It is impos
sible to have "Miracle" without
certain factual elements, just like

Guggenheim's representation of

Disney studios showed their
appreciation for Rich in a more
tangible way, creating a one-of-akind poster for "Miracle" that lists

Coach Herb Brooks.

him as the writer. All other

ting the stoiy right.
Now, sadly, the only part of
the story that is not right is the
lack of credit Rich so obviously
deserves.

No other major news sources
have cajxied this story other than
The Oregonian. probably due in

HIS HIDING PLACE

part to the fact that Rich is a local

Retreat Center

boy. He comes from Beaverton,

OR, and actually wrote his first
screenplay, "Finding Forester,"

it is impossible to have a hockey
game without a puck.
The very fact that this movie
is an historical account keeps it

while working as a news writer

category. Because it is not an

still has many supporters on his

nally hired by Disney to write the
story of the celebrated 1980 from fitting neatly into a WGA
Olympic hockey team. However,

ab.so/ute/y horrible that Mike's

posters say "wTitten by Eric
Guggenheim."
Another unique memento

and morning show host at KINK
Radio in Portland.

While Rich finds himself at

the losing end of this story, he

Weddings and Receptions
ih the heart ofyamhid Coanty

JiaI! service weddings provided
with beaiAtg and excellence

www. hishidingplace .com

Piled Higher and Deeper
f IM CONRJSEP, CECILIA...
WHAT'S THE I^FFERENCE

between a GEEK, A NE:RI>
anp a pork?

^ WELL, THERE IS STILL MUCH Pl£^
AGREEMENT AMONG COMMUNITY

i CAME TO TWE
RIGHT PERSON.

EyPERTS OVER EXACT DEFINITIONS,
BUT I'LL TRY TO CLARIFY SOME OF
TWE SUBTLETIES IN SEMANTICS
FOR YOU....

www.phdcomIc^».com
Fcbruajy 20.2004
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Doomsday:
Steinbrenner

steals A-Rod from
r O R V M A N D I N A

Rangers
Steinbrenner. like Jar Jar, is

Sports Editor

we ve an neara tne pnrasei aiiu

now, in Major League Baseball,
it's a reality. The Ice Age just

might have encompassed the
MLB as well as Bud Selig now.

As my dad so profoundly
stated, "Money sure can't buy
you love, but it can definitely

buy Alex Rodriguez." It's tnie,

As long as George Steinbrenner
TSE

owms the New York Yakees, we

FUNDAMENTALS: No. She's not an astronaut; Fitch is just showing the girls what's up, literally.

will be forced to sec those ugly

WIN

pinstripes in the Fall Classic

Lady Bruins represent GFU
by being the best in Oregon
Though the team is in the

their skills and leadership abili
ties to outplay opponents. In the

can potentially decide

spoil Whitmans chance at a
championship.
Under the league's new rules,

who goes to Nationals

only the top team from every

fifth place in the conference-just

conference will be allowed to

ahead of the other Dili teams

continue on to Nationals. With

from Oregon.

the Bruin's taking a heartbreak

For many of the girls, this
was the year they thought they

middle of the pack, they

before the season is done
DANE

COPPINI

Staff Writer

end, the Bruins, at best, will be in

ing last-second loss to Whitman
homecoming weekend, they are
ready to get some revenge.

the momentum from last year,

could go all the way. They had

That's right, stats don't lie.
The Lady B's are the best team in
the state of Oregon (as of 2/17) in

When asked what or who has

almost all the same girls back

made the difference in these last

and comfortable with each other,

the Northwest Conference. That

few games, all the players gave

has to count for something, and

virtualy the same answer. The
girls have "really come together
as a team," said sophomore Kim

and they had energy and spirit to
chase their dreams of going to

surely enough it does; but
remember, there is a whole other

state to include - Washington.
This certainly does not mean

everyone from Washington can
walk a little taller on campus, so
don't get any ideas. The idea and

focus is on the fact that our Lady
Bruins are on a roll.

Coming off a three game win
streak, taking down Linfield,
Willamette and Pacific last week,

Leith.

She continued by saying,
"We were struggling to play well

Nationals. They know they
should have won, but as the chips
fell, it didn't quite turn out that
w a y.

So what is the goal of the last

with one another in the middle of
the season. Now it seems like

three league games for the Lady

everyone has stepped it up;
everyone has come up big for us

sage that is sure to show they are

these past few games."
One player that stands out is

in the NWC. It will be exciting to

freshman Robin Taylor who col

Bruins? A 6-0 finish and a mes
still a force to be reckoned with

small-market teams like the

Montreal Expos and Pittsburgh
Pirates might as well pack their
bags and prepare for a pointless
regular season. Oh wait a sec
ond. they've already been penal
ized because they don't have a
half billion dollars to recklessly
throw out at everyone from

Clifford the Big Red Dog to
Mickey Mouse.
I'm

dumbfounded.

I've

found .strikingly scary resem
blances between Steinbrenner

and two of the most annoying
movie personalities ever. Jar Jar
B i n k s a n d B e n A f fl e c k . J a r J a r

for obvious reasons—regardless

Willamette. Other standouts this

i s s e t t o fi n i s h t h e s e a s o n o f f

With this momentum, the

week have been senior Darby

Bruins hope to finish strong and

Cave, Leith, and Clark, all using

strong.

We already offer the
Northwest's best coffee.

you were forced to watch him
anyway... the entire two hours.
Perhaps even worse is that kids

Fresh paskries kaked on si+e every day
4«t

^ 90wr/nrf' SftUds and wraps

tlwM

Steinbrenner compares to

Or Bounce"? Probably not,
because they just might qualify

in movies. It doesn't matter how

much he twitches when he gives
his corny monologues. It does
n't even matter if he loses 30

million for a company that
employs him. He still gets roles,
and somehow, people insist on
paying to watch his movies.
Similar to what 1 said above,

American League, teams still
help him win. Something does
n't add up here. 1 mean, let's be

think teams like the Marlins can
continue to win when the
Yankees have a half billion dol
lar dream team?

in the MLB, period. I'm speech
less.

Let me say this, when all is
said and done, if this deal does
become official, wow. This is
unbelievable. Unless the MLB

and Selig do something about
the unfair advantage Big Evil
has in the league, it's in trouble.
Before you know it, the Yankees

and Steinbrenner could poten
tially swallow up and encom

knowledge of how bad of an
actor Affleck is, he lands the
same job Alec Baldwin and the
great Harrison Ford do. A

pass everything good about the
boys of summer.

tragedy if I've ever seen one.

just be the version in which the

Can you imagine? It'd be
like "Lord of the Rings." It'd
Fellowship all died. Sauron and
Sariiman became masters of the
univcree, and iherctbre ruled all

upsets me most tliough is that.

of Middle-Earth by enslaving all
creatures but Ores (especially

minus Boston's Theo Epstein,
give it to him on a silver platter.

hobbits). Just doesn't sound

GM's from across the league,
•xp.MirchQaMOi

It's like Affleck. I tell you. it
doesn't matter how bad he does

The Yankees made it to the

ple - he's got money. What

* s for ftody ^rov^i And ofHitr occa|40«\s

Seattle Mariners.

World Series without A-Rod,
and as of right now, they could
potentially have the best player

so many teams? Answer is sim

op<f\ mic evtry 3rd TItvrjday

they please, and they're com
plaining? Tell that to the
Chicago Cubs or even...the

because let's face it, did you see
"Gigli"? Or "Forces of Nature"?

How does Steinbrenner jip

POX^

couple of games. What the
heck! The Yankees get anything

A f fl e c k o n t h e o t h e r h a n d

tor of them do? With complete

live music on weekends

over again, and then complains
about conspiracies and losing a

honest, the Florida Marlins

Ryan is like a pseudo-James
Bond type, classic action
movies. So what does the direc

^ 10% oFF drinks For Fox s+uden+s

makes the World Series over and

might have won last year, but
Cinderella stories happen once
on a blue moon. Do you reallv

etc.).

And we atreday offer,,.

players year after year. He dom

loved him too. Everywhere you

Ryan series ("Hunt for Red
October, "Patriot Games.'

«iKe»v yoo +Kii

over teams by taking their best

looked you saw Jar Jjir—lunch

yet? No? Think of the Jack

* Open Sundays Fro/n 12-6
* 1/2 off any drink

A f fi e c k ? S t e i n b r e n n e r s c r e w s

continual dominance of the

even

* Free Wireless In+er»\e1"

regardless of whether or not peo

ple want to include him.
Figured out how he parallels

and acted in Phantom Menace,

Now we're offering
more:

Steinbrenner is that annoying lit
tle punk kid that includes him
self in everything he pleases

regardless of how evil
Steinbrenner is, as well as his

as some of the worst pieces of
cinema Hollywood has ever
seen. Seeing the comparison

C O T TA G E

occuns, especially when it could
potentially involve the Red Sox;

of how ridiculous he sounded

That's just sick and wrong.

excited as before, while the team

tKoH

and Alfonso Soriano to Texas,

wear . . . UNDERWEAR!!!

land in the game versus

(u^lik«

will bring A-Rod to New York

boxes, fruit snacks, baseball hats

4 of 5 shooting from three point

THE COFFEE

In the midst of a deal that

(talk about further blemishing a
baseball trademark), even under

to play defense. Up-in-their-face.
intimidating basketball."

lected a career high 20 points on

have his own have under gar
ment line. No matter what trade

inates team after team. He

n o w .

see what the team can do to

throw off the playoff race. The
success will hopefully drive
GFU students to remain just as

junior Liz Clark said, "We start
ed getting back to how we used

year after year after year until ARod retires fifteen years from

everywhere—it sickens me.
Before you know it, he too will

right does it?
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SPORTS
first road win, team still on outside looking in
Team makesgetting
valiant eforts
not to roll over in the
grabs a win, and

tries their best to improve
on a tough season
M O L LV

nnvi

IT

Staff Writer

The last week or so has proved

to be a busy week for the men's

basketbal team. With games every

three days on - February 7, 10 and
13 - the men pushed themselves
and came out with one win and two
close losses, taking their record to
6-15 overall and 2-10 in confer
ence play.

First was their match-up

against Pacific Lutheran University

on Feb. 7. Pulling out their first in
conference road win, the GFU

Bruins screeched past the PLU
Lutes in Tacoma, Washington. As
usual, the Bruins were amazing at

taking their second conference win

They made nine
of their measly
11 a t t e m p t s

with a score of 82-72.

At home on Tuesday, February

10, the Bruins matched up against

while

the Linfield College Wildcats.

the

Wildcats took

Almost immediately things were

23 of 25. This

looking bright for the Bruins.

was

They held as much as a six-

eight

straight losses

point lead within the first seven

for the Bruins

minutes of the game. Unfortunately
the Wildcats were not quite ready

against the
Wildcats.

to hand over the game to the

Facing off
against one of
the league lead
ers on Friday,

Bruins. The Wildcats turned their

game on and came back with fury.
By the half, the Bruins' rivals from
McMinnville had stretched their

February 13,

lead to 38-29 and they gained their
largest lead at 40-29 early in the

their

match

a g a i n s t
W i l l a m e t t e
were
hold

lead over the visiting Wildcats.

their own for

However, the Wildcats would not

most

winning difference. The men made
an astounding 31 out of 35

stand to be outscored by the Bruins
and took back control of \he game.
With several valiant attempts to re

game, but in the
end they were

attempts from the line while the
Lutes made 12 out of their 20

take the lead by'the offense, the

attempts.

went down with a respectable score

just a couple minutes left that the

against the Lutes. They ended up

points from the free throw line.

of

W I N T S E

the

SWISH: Move over, Reggie Miller; you're old, and Wadlow is the new #31 in town;
the Bruins in Salem and came out

Although even from the start,
the direction the game was taking
was becoming fairly apparent, the
Bruins never gave up and gave it

o f 7 0 - 6 4 L i n fi e l d . O n e o f t h e i r

major downfalls in this game was
the fact they were outscored by 14

to

simply outscored and outplayed by
the superior Bearcats.

home team was unable to do so and

Bruins held an insurmountable lead

?/

University. The
able

It became fairly apparent with

their all until the final seconds of

the game. The Bearcats overtook

Cheer Squad making some noise

the victors with a score of 75-67.

Tuesday, Febmary 17 was the
final home game for the Bruins. If

The final two games of the season
are on February 27 and 28 against
Whitworth College in Spokane,
WA, and Whitman College in

you missed that and the other 15 Walla Walla WA. Your team would
love to see you there!!! Both games
games of the season so far, no wor
ries!!! There are still two games are at 8:00 p.m., so as the season
left for you to go and see... if you comes to a close, don't be shy - go
are up for a bit of a road trip that is. and support Bruin baketball.

Month of love can be sad for the sports fan
And three years later, nall-

DANE

COPPINI

Stajf Writer
Alongside the ever faithful
and loud gang of the Couitside
Chaos is a group that deserves
even more credit for showing up

and supporting George Fox bas
ketball - the ladies of the Cheer

Squad.

These ladies put in many hard
hours and work into giving the

best performance they can, and
they do it all themselves. They

The program itself has only been
around for three years.
This year they had their
biggest try-out ever, and they
hope to get the word out through
the activity fair and by word of
mouth. The squad hopes to have
a coach next year as well, and

ing. A day will soon be here when

also hope to be an official part of

blowouts will return to the NFL

GFU. Fair enough, they deserve

and MLB playoffs. How long can
it go on? Not too long ago. 42-3

themselves. As they are not an

"official" club of GFU, they

don't get preference on when and
where they can practice.

According to Gracie Morell,
, one of the two captains this year,
they find time whenever they
can. "We practice at least four
times a week, sometimes having

to begin practice at 6:15 in the
morning, and other times at 10:00
at night." These practices last
about two hours each, or at least

JARED

WEBER

Stafk Writer
1 swear, America has it com

Maybe that's why they decided to
Hardly any boring games or put the love holiday on the birth
series. I feel really spoiled and day of Saint Valentine.
It's just because it was in
overjoyed at how great it ha.s
been. J sort of feel like a little kid
February and all the guys don't
who borrowed his friend's totally want to ditch their g/rltficnds for
awesome toy. Right now if s mine sports then, it's a very convenient
and I love it, but I •know I'm
time for us to spare a date, if a
female is reading this and thinks 1
gonna have to give it back eventu
am
a jerk, go ahead. But other
ally.
For the moment, though, Fm than the special occasion on Feb.'
in dead month. Ifs that month

14, there's still lots of time to kill

What do the girls say about
it? As far as they are concerned,

blowouts and 4-1 series routs

every year after the Super Bowl

were commonplace. But some

but before March Madness where

they cheer because they love

thing surreal has been going on
since that Rams vs. Titans Super

nothing really cool or important
happens in sports. All there is are
nightly NBA and NHL games
(and depressing news about who

when there's no good sports on
TV. Here are some suggestions:
1. Study

that's right, all ten girls on the

means they must come up with
and perfect all of their moves

doing it. "This is my way to con
nect to Fox, my outlet to give
back to the school," said Morell.

Bowl. It is almost as if the entire

Lacy Stroda, the other captain
of the squad, has her reasons too.

professional sports world was like
"Hey they played the most excit
ing game I can remember...we

For her, it "has been an incredibly

need to be in one of those."

the Yankees just picked up). 1

funding,

All the money they need for
imiforms, travel expenses, food,
and all that cheering stuff comes

from clinics they put on for the

surrounding area. They invite
children from grades K-7, and
then teach the basics of cheering
for a small donation. This not
February 20,2004

2. Do other stuff

3. Crap 1 don't know what to
do without sports on TV
4. Fm going crazy

can't wait to turn on Sportscenter

and watch highlights of the game

5. Please come March
Madness...soon.

m e m o r a b l e

experience and
has given me a
chance to get
involved around

8

0

0

-

4

9

A

-

1

0

3

7

G E O R G E F O X E VA N G E L I C A L S E M I N A R Y

campus. Some
of my best mem
ories

are

Discwf-frng chti/rh hiftory t$ith

of

ftitdtnts Aaw wry di/jhrnr

C h e e r. I t h a s

dt'Tuvninahnnaf hartfenyvntis Mas

been an experi
ence I won't for

eight hours a week. Impressive, get."
since they do not get credit from
GFU as other sports teams do.
If that isn't enough, they even
have to come up with their own

goes into OT. February isn't the
best month for the sports fan.

Super Bowl and the World Series
. and the rest of both playoffs.

community," said Amy Harris.

It.

With no coach, that also

of the nighv. Blue Jackets-Flame.s

biters are stUl happenmg in the

only funds the squad, but it
"gives us a way to connect to the

don't even have a coach. Yes

squad bring only their past cheerleading experience upon joining.

:

the Bruins in

Bruins out of it just yet.
Midway through the hajf they
look the Wildcats on a 9-0 run,
made a few nicely timed lay-ups
and free throws, and turned things

Bruins

cy there ended up stomping out the
competition and making the game-

'

tainly not with

second half. But don't count the

back in their favor with a 60-57

the charity stripe, and their accura

9

luck was cer

sfMped and fha/perutd my pcrypcctJW
ft ftiii fivwd mr to irjytdf

So there it is

- these girls do it
-liwjf viw I the \i\iy

all for the love

of cheering.

I

U P.

end

/

haiv

-

Every game they
give it their all
for both the bas
ketball

teams

and the fans. Be

sure to give
them the credit

they deserve.
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NEWS

Avoid drowning in a sea of red ink; visit the ARC
MRLANIK

MOCK

Crescent Advisor

While helping my parents
move last summer, I unburied my
freshman composition folder, full
of essays I had written fifteen
years ago at George Fox College.
The discovery was humbling, to
be sure. Each essay dripped red

ink; each contained an appalling
number of obvious spelling and
mechanical errors. Most had
received an ominous double

grade: A for content, F for gram
mar and form.

Considering the way each
essay was written, it's easy to sec
why 1 would receive an F for
grammar and form. As a fresh
man, my written work was creat

ed in a panicked last-minute flur

friends at adjacent Macs about

ry: 1 would grab my friend's elec
tric typewriter, tap out whatever
came to mind and ignore the

my ideas and about where my
essays were headed. When my
writing projects neared comple
tion, I badgered my friends to
read my work and offer me feed
back. Not surprisingly, the

typewriter's chirp warning of
spelling errors.
Because rewriting would
mean retyping, my first draft was

always my last. Several hours (of
minutes) after each essay's com
pletion, it was in my professor's
hands, and 1 was off to more

important endeavors.
By my senior year of college,
I had gotten wise. My written
project took weeks of preparation
and contemplation. The universi
ty had several Mac Classics by
then, and I spent hours in the
computer lab, assiduously writ
ing and revising, talking with

essays 1 wrote as a senior
received much better grades than
did my earlier efforts.
Nonetheless, both my fresh
man and my senior selves could
have benefited from a university
writing center. The freshman Me
might have revised and edited
more after visits to the writing
center; the senior Me might have
relied on trained writing consult

1
.N

A

-

m
MELISSA LONGWELL

WRITING AND REVISING: Jesse Rasmussen (right), a peer
consultant at the Writing Center, helps Sarah Bruce perfect her
essay before she turns it in. Trained peer consultants help stu
dents along every step of the writing process, from coming up
with an idea to revising a first (or third) draft.

to complete a draft before it is
due; to get feedback on that draft;
and then to do something with the
feedback—improving your

essay—before your professor
evaluates it.

2. The Writing Center offers

when made external through con

versation, are enhanced and
developed by that conversation.
This is something my senior
self discovered first-hand when I

blathered to my friends about
what I was writing. Instead of
boring your friends with lengthy
discussions about what you want

to write for your next history
project, you can come to the
Writing Center, where a trained
consultant can ask you the ques

tion, allowing you to know how
another reader might perceive

tions you need to be asked and
can get you talking about your

your work. As writers, we some
times cannot recognize how our
work will be received by our
audience; as a result, we may

project; and can help you on your

make unclear or unfounded asser

ment in which you can relax, feel

center until this semester, when

tions, or syntactical mistakes, or
we may write about ideas we

encouraged and supported and
develop as a scholar. The peer

the Academic Resource Center

assume our readers will under

consultants are well trained and

(ARC) and Writing Center, locat

stand.

friendly; they are good students
who are eager to help others. The

ants in the center, rather than

pestered friends to help me.
But George Fox did not have
a writing center then; in fact, the

e d o n t h e t h i r d fl o o r o f t h e

Havmg a trained Writing

way to writing a first draft.
4. The Writing Center pro

vides a quiet, friendly environ

Edward Stevens Center, opened.

Center consultant act as an audi

location is aesthetically pleasing,

Although many students have
already visited and benefited

ence allows you, the writer, to
discover places where your writ

serene and comfortable. The

from

ing is unclear,
unfocused. A
who assumes
audience can

undeveloped, or
peer consultant
the role of your
help you perfect

tea and hot chocolate. At times,

your essay before the "real" audi
ence, that being your professor,
wields a red pen.
3. The Writing Center allows

ing on an important (or even notso-important) writing project,
consider making an appointment
with the Writing Center by call

the ARC,

I

wanted

to

emphasize the various ways a
Writing Center can help you,
whether you are like my fresh
man self or my senior self.
1. The Writing Center can

^

something off on your way to
class (as I did when a freshman),
the Writing Center compels you

cognitive process wherein our
thoughts about writing ideas,

you an immediate audience reac

University did not have a writing

r

ing process for a visit to the
Writing Center, you are also mak
ing more time for revision and
editing. Rather than dashing

help you employ a writing
process that will provide more
time for revision and editing. you a venue in which to explore
Students who .spend more time ideas before you begin to write.
revising and editing their essays A good deal of composition

Writing Center offers free coffee,
the Center even provides candy
or cookies.

The next time you are work

generally receive higher grades

research shows that writers can

ing x2327 or by emailing
the_arc@georgefox.edu. Fifteen
years from now, when you come
across your college essays

than those who do not.

benefit from discussing their
ideas with others: it's all part of a

moldering in your parents' base
ment, you'll be glad you did.

If you make time in your writ

Knowing what is appropriate at the dinner table could get you a job
JESSICA

information to your co-workers
and (would-be) employers. If you

MOORE

Stajf Writer

Attention

lack refinement at a dinner meet
Juniors

and

Seniors!! Do you know the fine
points of professional dining eti
quette? How often do you blow
your nose at the dinner table? Is

it ok to crumble your crackers in
your soup? How do you eat pasta
eloquenfly? When is it appropri
ate to belch? Is there any place
for well-chewed gum? How do
you signal when you've finished
your meal?
Believe it or not, your eti
quette provides a multitude of

ing or interview, will you land the
client? Will you even get the job?
Employers today are looking
for young professionals who look
and act sharp. (Sorry, the belch
ing is out.) The social skills you
demonstrate both on the job and
at the table are what set you apart
from the rest of the crowd. That's

the Etiquette Advantage.
Career Services is proud to
present
this
year's
Degrees@Work Etiquette
D i n n e r. J o i n u s o n M a r c h 3 f o r

your opportunity to learn the

sophistication you need to suc
ceed in the business world.

Enjoy the best in fine dining
as Elise Petersen, a certified eti

quette professional from Portland
State University, instructs stu
dents on the fine points of dining
etiquette.
This year's dinner is entitled
D i s t i n g u i s h Yo u r s e l f : T h e
Etiquette Advantage. We are
focusing on what it takes to set
yourself apart among a sea of
applicants or co-workers.

Hosting each table are George
Fox alumni, eager to share their
insights into life after Fox and the
professional world of work.
Areas of concentration include

a wide variety of majors and

Attention Juniors & Seniors,
GFU Etiquette Dirtner 2004
Ti c k e t s T b w A a i l a b l e !

'Distinguis ft Yourse [j:
The Etiquette Advantage

occupations.
NEW THIS YEAR! Prior
to the dinner. Career Services

will be hosting a business fash
ion presentation. Watch as

George Fox Seniors display
fine examples of two styles
popular in business fashion
today: professional and busi
ness casual.

March 3, 2004
Business Fashion Ifesentation: 5:30PM

We invite you to join us for
an evening of great food, great

Dinner: 600PM

fun and a multitude of infor

mation that will help you on

Registration

Due February 27

Space is limited!
Come Reserve Your Space Today!
Career Services - Stevens 325

your pathway to success.
Look for your registration
form in your campus box now.

CAREER SERVICES

NOW, LADIES AND GENTLEMEN: Students at last year's eti
quette dinner enjoy fine food and friends as Elise Peterson, a
certified professional, instructs them in fine dining etiquette.
Bring that form, along with $7.00

at 6:00 p.m. Purchase tickets to

(meal plan) or $11.00 (non-meal
plan) to Career Services to
reserve your spot. Registration
ends February 27.
S PA C E I S L I M I T E D .

the etiquette dinner and gain

Reserve your place today!
Fashion presentation begins at

5:30 p.m. with dinner beginning

FREE admittance to the
Connections & Confections

Networking dessert directly fol
lowing the dinner.

Don't miss this great opportu

nity! Register today!

